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ABSTRACT Behavioral intervention strategies can be enhanced by recognizing human activities using
eHealth technologies. As we find after a thorough literature review, activity spotting and added insights
may be used to detect daily routines inferring receptivity for mobile notifications similar to just-in-time
support. Towards this end, this work develops a model, using machine learning, to analyze the motivation of
digital mental health users that answer self-assessment questions in their everyday lives through an intelligent
mobile application. A uniform and extensible sequence prediction model combining environmental data with
everyday activities has been created and validated for proof of concept through an experiment. We find that
the reported receptivity is not sequentially predictable on its own, the mean error and standard deviation
are only slightly below by-chance comparison. Nevertheless, predicting the upcoming activity shows to
cover about 39% of the day (up to 58% in the best case) and can be linked to user individual intervention
preferences to indirectly find an opportune moment of receptivity. Therefore, we introduce an application
comprising the influences of sensor data on activities and intervention thresholds, as well as allowing
for preferred events on a weekly basis. As a result of combining those multiple approaches, promising
avenues for innovative behavioral assessments are possible. Identifying and segmenting the appropriate set of
activities is key. Consequently, deliberate and thoughtful design lays the foundation for further development
within research projects by extending the activity weighting process or introducing a model reinforcement.

INDEX TERMS eHealth, mobile health, digital mental health, quantified self, receptivity, sequential
prediction, health information management.

I. INTRODUCTION
Treating depression is of increasing importance to medicine
and society. In a hypercompetitive global economy, com-
panies can become high-stress incubators for mental health
problems. Pushing to get and stay ahead results in a popula-
tion becoming not just disengaged and smartphone addicted,
but also stressed and depressed [1]. Major depressive dis-
orders affect a significant share of the population annually
and are the leading cause of disease burden in middle-
and high-income countries worldwide [2], prevalence for all
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mental disorders worldwide is even about 13% [3]. However,
the number of available doctors and psychologists is often
insufficient. Patients with depression often have to wait a long
time for medical attention.

In this work, a mobile application is introduced that serves
users as pre-hospital treatment and for preventing depressive
moods. Nowadays, users are able to quantify the severity
of their mental stress by self-assessment and thereby are
able to assess their emotional burden in everyday life. But
patients with diagnosed depression might have little moti-
vation to answer automatic questions every day. Retrieving
usable results can become a challenging task if patients are
not compliant. The willingness to answer similar questions
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FIGURE 1. The design science research process adopted from [6] and adjusted to context.

is often changing day by day. It follows patterns that the
users themselves can hardly explain. In this sense, gami-
fication could help to motivate users. A playful approach
can make their experience more enjoyable because users
are not only focused on medical aspects anymore. While
users are then intrinsically motivated for self-assessment,
gamification carries a variety of unintended side effects of
specific, e.g. distraction, or unspecific nature, e.g. demoral-
ization [4]. Raising the question if users themselves are the
best to judge whether the moment of assessment is ideal.
Additionally, being able to adequately assess the severity
of a depressive episode is even demanding for physicians.
And since not all symptom conditions require immediate
medical attention, physicians’ focus is on stabilizing and sup-
porting patients in each situation. That, in retro-perspective,
eventually leads to missing or biased data for moments of
interest.

Smartphones contain numerous sensors likeGPS andBlue-
tooth that could provide clues to user states and contexts.
Human activity and its recognition are an important ingre-
dient of ecological momentary assessment (EMA). A lot of
interest is put into diverse domains spanning from industrial
applications to modeling of human behavior in medical care.
Mobile health (mHealth) applications can prompt users to
input information about their situation or internal states and
provide in-the-moment responses personalized to a user’s
immediate needs. Mobile systems also have the potential
to apply machine learning techniques that can monitor and
learn to recognize a patient’s circumstances and state [5].
The approach to human activity recognition (HAR) utilized
in this work is based on a user’s week schedule. A typi-
cal week is modeled by reading environmental sensor data
and the application will find favorable times for therapy
questions. Additionally, analyzing sensor data can facilitate
detecting depression accompanied by severe physical ill-
ness (comorbidities) and data sciences as well as machine
learning are used to enable this type of individualized
self-management.

In sum, we intent to positively reinforce self-assessment at
moments of increased motivation. With our work, we inves-
tigate at what time users are motivated to answer self-
assessment questions in their everyday lives and how an
intelligent mobile application can take advantage of time
windows, where motivation is increased.

The following Section II starts with an overview of the
research methodology used in this work. Then, background
knowledge necessary to understand how DMH, interventions
with notifications, and activities are connected, is provided
in Section III. In Section IV, emphasis is put on different
approaches and solutions similar to the artifact design in
Section V, with focus on the model and architecture. After
assessing the design in Section VI, implications for the appli-
cation are drawn and implemented in Section VII. Finally,
SectionVIII highlights central findings, future research direc-
tions and concludes this contribution.

II. METHODOLOGY
After an extensive literature research, this work develops a
prototype artifact, evaluates data from a test experiment study,
and draws conclusions from them in accordance with design
science research (DSR). To guide the creation, evaluation,
and presentation of the prototype, the DSR approach pro-
posed by [7] was utilized by first learning about the prob-
lem and then designing a draft, which was concurrently and
conclusively evaluated. In the more tangible process of devel-
oping the application and the subsequent machine learning
model, the DSR methodology introduced by [6] has been
followed. Figure 1 illustrates the according process and steps
taken.

The design process is initialized by an objective-centered
motivation as stated in the research question to solve the prob-
lem of self-assessment interruptions. To discover an effective
solution, theoretical background and related work are sys-
tematically assessed and a possible approach is developed.
An initial design evaluation has been realized in an experi-
ment with users and expert’s guidance from the University
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Hospital Heidelberg, Germany. Data gathered from the exper-
iment is used for training and testing the machine learning
model within the prototype and for assessing outcomes from
tuning the system. In accordance with DSR, a viable artifact
in the form of a system architecture design, a machine learn-
ing model, and mobile application have been developed. The
contribution in this work encompasses technological solu-
tions to important and relevant problems of information tech-
nology, medicine, business, and society. Finally, this work
communicates the steps of the process, guidelines for similar
approaches, insights and outlooks.

III. BACKGROUND
In a pre-therapy phase, wearables and sensors are especially
useful to notify patients about possible interventions. They
are used in order to simulate practitioners measuring vital
signs and estimating the need for an intervention. Practition-
ers usually act by using their experience and common sense.
Sensors and eHealth applications however have to be either
explicitly programmed or trained through machine learning
models. EHealth interventions often consist of notifications
displayed on a smart watch or a cell phone. It is practical to
use these devices because they are no additional burden that
reminds patients of their illness. Also, for outsiders, patients
should not be easily detected by their use of special medical
devices. Fortunately, cell phones and smart watches are easily
available and most patients already own one of those or both.
Devices are equipped with capable sensors as the authors of
the Extra-Sensory Data Set describe [8]. Using notifications
to alert patients brings up the question when to best send a
notification. A naive approach would be to measure sensor
data continuously and alert users whenever a measurement
passed a defined threshold, but capturing these data usually
results in high energy consumption which is not acceptable
for daily life companions.

A. eHEALTH AND DIGITAL MENTAL HEALTH
Traditional behavioral interventions asses behavior once or
every few months. In the meantime, effects of interven-
tions might already have changed and new factors could
play a larger role. Not knowing how these differences
developed impedes improvement of a therapy. With newer
automatic approaches near-real-time monitoring becomes
feasible. A clearer picture of what an individual is doing
and in what circumstances those actions take place is
achievable [9]:

• Wearables and integrated sensors offer a higher level of
data generation compared to low-level access to sensors
like accelerators. The task of transforming raw data
from sensors into grouped activities such as walking,
standing, running is a recurring one and therefore built
into the devices. Developers can access dates at which
each activity was triggered. Garmin, Fitbit, Withings,
and Jawbone are possible manufacturers. When wear-
able technology is attractive, personalizable, and fits into

a person’s everyday life, patients tend to feel encouraged
to use it [9].

• Similarly, sensors built into cell phones can be used. For
example, it is possible to use audio from phone con-
versations to detect stress and mood transitions, which
could be highly valuable for behavioral problems such
as treating bipolar disorder or depression [9]. Analyzing
audio can also help to detect some activities such as
going to a restaurant, being in a meeting or partying.

• Some variables, for instance personal health goals, can-
not be detected automatically. These have to be config-
ured or reported manually [9]. Reporting these variables
should be made as easy as possible in order to be used
over a longer time [10].

• Moreover, digital footprints can be inferred from appli-
cations such as calendar, E-mails or social networks [9].

Digital mental health (DMH) is about applying behavioral
and psychological intervention strategies through technology
to support physical and mental health. Such solutions use dig-
ital media to target behaviors, cognitions, and emotions. They
include behavioral and psychological intervention strategies
that use technology to target physical and mental health.
DMH offer promising opportunities to expand psycholog-
ical practice [11]. Interventions triggered by DMH have
demonstrated efficacy e.g. for anxiety [12], depression [13],
insomnia [14], and diet [15]. The full potential of DMH is
often not used because many psychologists lack training in
technological design. As a result, most DMH are just digital
translations of existing evidence-based interventions [11].

In contrast to face-to-face interaction with a physician,
common eHealth is non-consumable. It can be used for multi-
ple patients at the same time and over again, which ultimately
makes eHealth useful to transcend geographical limits and
reduce health disparities worldwide [16]. EHealth, analog to
telehealth, can be used simultaneously anywhere in the world
and at sovereign times. DMH, integrated into daily life on
several layers, can also profit from devices that people use and
carry each day. For patients using DMH continuously, they
have to be unobtrusive, reinforcing, aesthetically pleasing,
trustworthy, and provide acceptable levels of privacy [17].
It is recommended to evaluate how people currently use tech-
nology and how behavior-change principles can leverage this
use rather than translating a strategy from other modalities
into a technological form.

In this context, we define receptivity as the degree to which
a notification arrives at a matching time for the user. If there
is a high probability that a user reads a notification, opens
its content and interacts with it in some way, the receptiv-
ity is high. If a user feels interrupted by a notification and
ignores or discards it, the user’s receptivity is low. At the
moment, factors influencing receptivity are not understood
well enough to predict opportune moments [18]. Receptivity
encompasses a user’s reaction to an interruption and their
subjective experience of it [19]. In the next section, we will
further investigate how to find amatching time (a time of high
receptivity) for notifications.
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B. NOTIFICATION TIMING AND PEOPLE’S RECEPTIVITY
TO MOBILE NOTIFICATIONS
Mobile phones have the power to notify users and pro-
vide nudges to perform a particular behavior [20]. While
being extremely beneficial to users, notifications often
demand their attention at inappropriate moments. Previ-
ous studies have investigated users’ receptivity to mobile
notifications [19], [21]. For instance, users might quickly
respond to a notification when they are idle, but they can
still get annoyed because of the notification content. A user’s
receptivity is determined by how interesting, entertaining,
relevant, and actionable its content is for the user [19]
or by the type of application that triggers it. Communica-
tion applications are considered as the most important [21],
while time criticality and social pressure are relevant fac-
tors, as well [22]. At the same time, some studies have
proposed various mechanisms to infer opportune moments
(moments in which a user quickly or favorably reacts to
a notification) [19], [23], [24]. Reference [18] found that
‘‘the response time and the perceived disruption from a noti-
fication can be influenced by its presentation, alert type,
sender-recipient relationship as well as the type, comple-
tion level, and complexity of the task in which the user is
engaged’’.

Even if notifications contain important information, they
can cause disruption. Previous studies have found that inter-
ruptions can adversely affect task completion time [25], lead
to high task error rate, and impact the emotional and affective
state of the user [26]. On the other hand, studies have shown
that users cannot ignore their smartphones for a long time.
They start to feel stressed and anxious about missing impor-
tant information, and have to check for new notifications
frequently [27]. Checking and responding to notifications can
be a time-consuming task. Individuals deal with hundreds
of notifications in a day, some of which are disruptive [23].
Previous studies have shown that users are willing to tolerate
some interruption, in order to not miss any important infor-
mation [28]. With the intent to infer interruptibility, studies
use machine learning classifiers utilizing different factors
including user’s transitions between activities, engagement
with a mobile device [19], location and activity [24], as well
as notification content [23].

C. HUMAN ACTIVITY RECOGNITION
Over the past two decades, HAR has emerged as an impor-
tant research area. It enables a large variety of applica-
tions. Relevant application fields are sensing and recognizing
users’ activities, health and environment monitoring, home
and industry automation, or security and surveillance [29].
Systems implementing HAR can detect various activities
performed in different manners and conditions by differ-
ent individuals. In real world scenarios, noisy or missing
data, and additional complexities might challenge design-
ers of these systems. Studies have shown that information
gained from multimodal sensors can offset the information
lost when data is collected from only one source, e.g. [30].

Human activities are complex and sensor signals have varying
amounts of noise. Therefore, classification algorithms almost
always have to be probabilistic. In addition, HAR systems
must protect their users’ privacy. It should be easy and unob-
trusive for users to carry sensors. When deployed, unsuper-
vised training is preferred in order to reduce extensive human
supervision and therefor involve low human effort in training
and data labeling. As a result, activities are getting person-
alized to a given user’s data [31]. All these constraints have
made it difficult to engineer robust recognition systems [31]
and therefore, HAR on smartphones is still a relatively active
field [29].

There are two main categories of activity recognition
in literature: wearable sensor based and environmental
(non-invasive) sensor based. While more effort is made in
the category of wearables [32], a current drawback is that
wearable sensors are still invasive and can make people
uncomfortable, particularly at home. In many cases, it is still
required to wear belts or braces in order to gain reasonable
input data. Furthermore, users can take sensors off at arbitrary
times which is convenient for users but leads to missing data.
A newer approach to activity recognition systems using non-
invasive sensors is long-term activity recognition. The Extra-
Sensory Dataset by [8] followed this approach, and built
extensive self-reporting mechanisms around it, facilitating
annotations and adding notifications to remind users to report
their activities.

Existing studies distinguish between low-level and high-
level activities [33]. In most cases, the motivation is to sub-
sume raw sensor data into low-level activities and group
these further into higher-level ones. Simple low-level phys-
ical activities are ‘‘walking’’ and ‘‘running’’. Examples for
high-level activities are ‘‘having a meeting’’ or ‘‘taking a
shower’’. HAR systems become relevant when sensing the
physical world with wearable or external sensors. Wear-
able sensors are attached to a user’s body or clothing [34].
Among the wearable sensors, accelerometer sensors are the
most widely used ones. Through continuous improvement,
accelerometers can be manufactured in a miniature format
and at low costs yet highly reliable. They are used to collect
information about physical activities of the wearer perva-
sively and nearly invisibly. Consequently, many studies inves-
tigated the use of accelerometers for HAR systems with vary-
ing success rates [35], [36]. These studies have proven that
sensors are reliable and affordable, however, accelerometers
are still obtrusive, as they have to be attached to the human
body (to T-shirts or belts). In the meantime, most sensors
that are embedded into mobile phones still work reliably.
Smartphones are equipped with a large set of sensors, such
as accelerometer, pressure, compass, gyroscope, proximity,
light, GPS, microphone, and camera which are carried around
bymany people each day. Their ubiquity makes it far easier to
reach better adoption with less effort because no specialized
equipment is needed anymore. In addition, wireless inter-
faces, such as Wi-Fi, LTE, GPS, Bluetooth, RFID-tagged
objects, and ambient sound help transmitting measurements
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and results, enabling platforms and communication services
with practitioners [29], [37], [38].

1) DAILY ROUTINE RECOGNITION THROUGH ACTIVITY
SPOTTING
Grouping low-level activities into higher levels is facilitated
by an approach called Activity Spotting. Applying it can help
to find sub-components of activities that can be distinguish
into different classes which are called motifs [39]. A motif
consists of reoccurring sub-sequences which have a high
similarity and can be distinguished from other sub-sequences.
Motifs are used to identify segments of interest in continuous
streams. These segments are combined as sub-parts of certain
gestures. By gesture recognition, daily routines can be iden-
tified with the help of classifiers. Gestures occur within sec-
onds and are merged into activities which can last for hours.
This approach supports multiple activities in parallel [39].
Identifying distinctive parts of activities and spotting them
involves less computation and less training data as compared
to analyzing entire data sets and evaluating large amounts of
time-series data. However, as of 2009, only little literature on
long-term and high-level activity recognition and alternatives,
like utilizing the hidden Markov model, existed [39]. In the
Related Work section more recent solutions are introduced
that have been created after 2009 and implement means of
long-term activity recognition.

In order to approach notification analog to just-in-time
interventions, as it is the goal of this work, specific infor-
mation about physical activity of people is needed to inform
interventions. An intervention becomes way more effective
if it is presented at certain time. For example, a person
might be more receptive to encouragement to exercise when
they are watching TV at home rather than when in a work
meeting [40]. Reference [41] present a novel non-parametric
framework for human routine discovery. It can infer high-
level routines without knowing topics beforehand. People
usually describe what they did during the day using high-
level routines like ‘‘commuting to work’’ or ‘‘having lunch’’
rather than low-level activities. Detecting people’s circadian
routines involves temporal regularities. Usually, high-level
activities are sequences of low-level ones with different pro-
portions [41]. As an example, distributions of velocity mea-
sured by GPS can be segmented into four transportation
modes [41]. This could be used to detect different types of
commuting. In this work, walking and biking are called active
commuting. Driving a car would also be active commuting,
whereas going by bus or subway is passive commuting.

Reference [42] followed a different approach to recognize
daily routines without the need for manual annotation. Typi-
cally, routines are very different in terms of combined activ-
ities, time, and location. They proposed to ‘‘automatically
extract activity patterns from sensor data and to enable the
recognition of daily routines as a composition of such activity
patterns’’ [42, p. 10]. They argue that their approach min-
imizes user annotation and is scalable to long-term record-
ings [42]. Reference [42] found that location, while being a

powerful cue to structure of daily life, is often not enough
to identify routines reliably. The main reason is that many
different activities can be performed at the same location [42].
For instance, people working at home or eating at work might
not be detectable without manual annotation.

2) UTILIZING MACHINE LEARNING APPROACHES
In the field of HAR, a large variety of machine learning
models have been utilized. For example, [43] propose a
dynamic Bayesian network (DBN) as a solution for HAR.
A DBN structure is learnt for each activity, which might be
heavyweight and require a great deal of storage for multi-
class activities [44]. Experiments on single-subject’s datasets
show promising results in improving activity recognition.
According to [45], support vector machines (SVM) show
great potential in activity recognition compared to other
machine learning methods. SVM have a surprising classifi-
cation capability and are therefore used extensively in small-
scale binary classification problems. A limitation of SVM is
their high computational complexity in training and testing.
Predicting takes much time and requires large processing
capabilities. That fact makes SVM practically unusable in
small wearable devices. Variations like P-SVM [46] and
LS-SVM [47] are proposed to compensate the shortage of
SVM in time. E.g., P-SVM retains comparable generalization
ability of SVM with extremely faster learning speed and
can be considered as the ideal classifier for small wearable
devices. Therefore, P-SVM are preferred as activity recogni-
tion model for mini-wearable devices but can only be utilized
in binary classification problems.

The best overall model by all metrics according to [48]
is a long short-term memory (LSTM) model with zero-
imputation and missing data indicators. Its methods rely on
recurrent neural networks [49], [50] trained by back propa-
gation through time [51]. Reference [48] suggest that LSTM
may be learning to recognize missing values implicitly by
recognizing a tight range about the value zero and inferring
that this is a missing value. If this is true, there would be no
need to mark missing information explicitly in a sufficiently
powerful model, because the model can infer that by itself.
That characteristic is especially useful when used with sensor
data. LSTMs have been used in depression apps before but
only with focus on predicting the severity score then with the
intention to improve the assessment [52]. The application at
hand and its model also make use of LSTMs.

D. JUST IN TIME CONCEPTS
As all these increasingly powerful mobile and sensing tech-
nologies are available, interventions aiming to provide the
right type and amount of support become realistic. Because
states of vulnerability or opportunity can emerge rapidly,
unexpectedly, and ecologically, it is usually infeasible to use
in-person (face-to-face) approaches to identify the time when
support is needed, and to deliver the right type of support in
a timely manner. Hence, the provision of just-in-time support
in health behavior interventions relies heavily on the use of
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mobile and wireless devices [53]. Their use is motivated by
the need to address states of vulnerability for adverse health
outcomes or capitalize on states of opportunity that emerge
rapidly, unexpectedly, and ecologically. A just-in-time adap-
tive interventions (JITAI) is defined as an intervention design
in which decisions concerning when and how to provide
support are intervention-determined rather than participant-
determined.

The goals of JITAI are usually connected with detect-
ing receptivity, similar to our definition. The underlying
assumption is that providing support when the person is not
receptive will not be beneficial and may even have negative
implications like intervention fatigue. Just-in-time support
is used to describe an attempt to provide the right type
(or amount) of support, at the right time, namely neither too
early nor too late [54]. The challenging factor is that indi-
viduals are often unable to recognize when states of vulnera-
bility or opportunity emerge [55]. Usually, notifications lead
to assessment tasks. When a task indicates that an individ-
ual is experiencing difficulties, applications can recommend
self-management strategies or provide feedback, and positive
reinforcement [53].

Existing frameworks for the design of adaptive interven-
tions highlight four components that play an important role
in designing these interventions [56]: 1) decision points,
2) intervention options, 3) tailoring variables, and 4) decision
rules. A decision point is a time at which an intervention deci-
sion is made. In general, the decision points might occur at a
pre-specified time interval, at specific times of day or days
of the week [57] (as in this work) or following a random
walk. Decision rules link the intervention options and tai-
loring variables in a systematic way for each decision point.
Rules help to decide about which intervention option to offer
and when. A decision rule includes values (levels, thresh-
olds, ranges) of the tailoring variable that determine which
intervention option should be offered [53]. Capitalizing on
the smartphone sensors and other types of sensor outputs
(e.g. electrocardiogram or galvanic skin response) helps to
fit tailoring variables [53] for the interventions. Intervention
options then are a set of possible treatments or actions that
might be employed, which in this work is limited to simple
notifications leading to a dial for selecting current moods.

IV. RELATED WORK
The focus of research-oriented applications synthesized in
this article have shown a changing focus over time. Earlier
applications from 2006 up to approximately 2010 focused
on how to detect low-level activities by utilizing raw sen-
sor data. Today, applications usually are placed on a higher
abstraction level. This is due to capabilities of existing pop-
ular health apps like Apple HealthKit or Google Fit which
already perform sensor data processing. Many manufacturers
of smart watches like Garmin or Fitbit perform such analysis
on their hardware. As a result, focus of applications moves
towards recognizing daily habits, learning from the past,
and other fields. Multi-level or multi-classifier approaches

for activity classification are the dominating choices. This
approach, though capable of providing high recognition
results, uses long time windows to recognize activities. For
example, in [58] and [59], window sizes of 6 s, and 30 s were
used, respectively. In contrast, non-multi-level approaches
use shorter time windows. E.g., [38] used a time window
of 2.5 s, 3 s, and 1 s, respectively. Existing systems are based
on both time domain and frequency domain features.

A. HIGHER LEVEL APPROACHES TO ACTIVITY
CLASSIFICATION
In recent years, smartphones have become powerful enough
to be used for tasks involving more processor power. Earlier
studies on activity classification, like [60] and [34], used
smartphones with attached sensors for data collection but
performed further processing on other devices [61]. Besides
from insufficient processing power, high battery consumption
has been named as a motivation to move intensive process-
ing to other machines. Today, these factors have become
less relevant, however, recognition systems still need to be
lightweight in order to preserve battery life.

Not only have studies [34], [60] used accelerometers to rec-
ognize movements but also sound has been utilized to classify
activities [37]. Recognizing transportation movements like
commuting by car or train is difficult when using movement
sensors alone. To facilitate recognition of these activities,
e.g. [62] employed amicrophone to classify acoustic environ-
ments. Another possible approach is to utilize GPS. Unfor-
tunately, both solutions are problematic when used at larger
scale, since many smartphones users are aware of privacy
issues associated with access to microphones. This factor
is especially important when access is needed continuously
and not only while users interact with the application in the
foreground. Smartphone operating systems force application
developers to ask users for permission to gain microphone
access. In use cases without research background and instruc-
tions, users will probably deny access because they do not
trust the company behind the application enough. Moreover,
users could fear to forget that their smartphone still records
audio. Unfortunately, continuous GPS is still highly battery
consuming. Both issues could be faced by analyzing activities
for a limited time in repeated intervals depending on selected
use cases. In any case, the number of recognizable activities
increases whenmore sensors are used. Additional sensors can
capture more activity classes which improves accuracy [58].
The first work that employed the multi-sensor (sensor fusion)
approach to HAR was reported by [62], though it did not use
a smartphone. Today, using sensor fusion can be considered
obligatory for successful HAR applications.

B. APPLICATIONS WITH CONTEXT SENSING DAILY LIFE
AND DMH
An early example for context-sensitive assistance is UbiFit
Garden. This application uses on-body sensing, real-time
activity inference and a mobile ambient display to encour-
age individuals to be physically active. The ambient display
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shows a lawn with flowers and butterflies depending on how
active a user has been and is meant to motivate users as a
reward to their activities. The application can infer walking,
running, cycling, using an elliptical trainer, and using a stair
machine [63]. The mobile phone applies heuristics to smooth
the inferences into contiguous activity chunks, e.g. ‘‘walking
for 23 minutes’’. The application developed as part of this
work is similar to UbiFit garden in terms of grouping sensor
data into contiguous activity chunks and displaying heuris-
tics at a glance. Despite being relatively old, UbiFit Garden
is referenced in many papers as a foundation of context-
sensitive assistants, such as [64]. Similarly, an application
called BeWell also provides users graphical feedback about
their behavior. BeWell uses an animated aquatic ecosystem
rendered as the smartphone’s wallpaper [9]. It can detect
three key health behaviors: sleeping, physical activity, and
social interactions without requiring any user input. CenceMe
is an application, which utilizes a large variety of sensors:
Bluetooth, accelerometer, microphone, camera, and GPS are
used to recognize users’ context and can then share these
data on social networks [29], [59]. The authors used a multi-
class approach in which each classifier recognizes only one
specific type of context. The application utilized accelerom-
eters to detect ambulation (walking, running) and an audio
classifier that used discrete Fourier transform to detect that
users are in a conversation. In [58], a context recognizer capa-
ble of recognizing ambulatory activities and transportation
is presented. It again uses accelerometers, microphone, and
GPS for a multi-level classification. The accelerometer is
always active. If ambulation is detected, the GPS sensor is
activated to differentiate between walking, jogging, or being
still. If transportation is detected, the microphone is activated
to capture audio data, which is then utilized to detect if
a person is in a bus or subway. By this approach, battery
power is preserved and less useless data is captured by the
microphone.

Reference [5] presented Mobilyze!, ‘‘a scalable, feasible
intervention with preliminary evidence of efficacy to iden-
tify mental health-related states’’. Patients who used the
Mobilyze! intervention showed significant clinical improve-
ment and reported a high level of satisfaction with the
intervention. The application uses 38 concurrent source
values, for instance GPS, ambient light, and call history.
Besides the smartphone application, a website shows feed-
back graphs illustrating correlations between patients’ self-
reported states, didactics, and tools teaching patients various
behavioral activation concepts. The website also visualizes
state data and contains an interface allowing coaches to
view the activity of their patients, including logins, lessons
completed, and states labeled on the phone [5]. In order to
promote adherence, brief telephone calls, and emails with a
clinician were used. Participants received tailored feedback
on their mood entries. When a user’s self-reported mood was
outside a typical range, a message would appear on the phone
to reinforce improvement [5]. Categorical context prediction
achieved promising accuracy rates (60% to 91%) of learners

but was poor for states rated on scales [5]. The authors
encountered technical issues related to battery drainage and
connectivity and in order to improve power efficiency, they
suggest to develop on-device data processing applications
that use compression and feature extraction to reduce the
quantity of data sent to the backend [5].

C. EXPERIENCE SAMPLING FOR RECEPTIVITY TO
MOBILE NOTIFICATIONS
The density of notifications negatively impacts the
sentiment towards individual notifications [1], [24].
Reference [24] investigate how a notification’s modality
effects a user’s ability to perceive it. Notifications can alert
users by means of vibration, sound or flashing LED. The
authors asked users if they noticed an alert (vibration, sound,
flashing LED) for a sample notification. When the notifica-
tions were triggered, the user’s phone was for 25.54% of
the time in silent mode, 21.50% in vibrate mode, 41.94%
in sound mode, and 11.03% in sound with vibrate. Users
reported that they missed notification alerts for 14.63%,
15.38%, 23.75%, 21.05% of times their phone was in silent,
vibrate, sound, and sound with vibrate mode, respectively.
This provides evidence that when the phone is in silent mode
users are still aware of the notification alerts [18]. They
also investigated how notifications influences on-going tasks
performed by users, how complex these tasks were, if they
were completed, if users felt interrupted by them, and if
they responded. The most influencing factors were the user’s
relationship with the sender of a notification, the type of task
they performed when the notification arrived, and how com-
plex it was for users to respond to the alert. These findings
imply that the higher the level of disruption perceived by
the user the higher the probability of the notification being
dismissed [18]. It was also observed that users tended to
tap even on highly disruptive notifications if they contained
valuable information and the alert type has a significant
impact on the time spent by users to view notifications. Users
are most likely to spend time with a notification if it contains
relevant and personal content.

One may define two time-important time differences:
‘‘seen time’’ is the time taken to open the actual notification
content, and the difference between seeing and han-
dling or refusing is called ‘‘decision time’’ [18]. Four pos-
sible ways can be chosen by users to react to a notification:
1) handle it immediately, 2) acknowledge it and handle it
later, 3) decline it explicitly, or 4) withdraw it (declining
implicitly) [18]. As shown by [65], users are receptive to
information when they are bored. The results of [18] are
in line with that showing that perceived disruption is low-
est when the user is idling. While seen time is the lowest
for notifications arriving while the user is communicating
(average 47 s), and highest while the user is idling (average
9min and 30 s), other task types do not have a statistically
significant effect on the seen time of notifications. However,
[18] also found that users reacted more quickly to notifi-
cations (small seen time) if they were busier. The authors
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believe that users becomemore alert while performing a com-
plex task and perceive interruptions quickly. So interestingly,
if users were asked how likely it is to react to notifications
while working, they would probably estimate low chances,
because they do not want to be interrupted. However, if they
still were interrupted, they would react quickly to a notifica-
tion. As a result, receptivity should be understood more like
a preference that might differ from actual behavior.

Factors such as completion level of an activity or sender
type have no significant effect on the seen time of notifica-
tions. Instead, there are differences in decision time between
different types of authors of notifications. Notifications are
quickly handled when they are sent by close relatives. The
fastest decision time is measured when notifications from
the partner of a user arrive (mean decision time is 3.315 s),
followed by immediate family members with an average
decision time of 4.891 s. Notifications from extended family
members and service providers have the largest decision time,
11.93 s and 8.146 s respectively. There was no statistically
significant difference in the decision time of the notifications
from other senders [18]. A possible explanation for this might
be notification content from close friends or family members,
which might be more predictable. For instance, a message
like ‘‘pick kids from school’’ requires little decision time.
In contrast, a notification from an extended family member
asking an abstract question is more complicated to answer
and needs more decision time because the content is less
familiar and requires more time. On the influence of task
completion, the authors found that notifications are perceived
as most disruptive if they arrive when the user is in the middle
of or finishing a task. Consequently, the goal has to be to
detect phases of idling or activities that involve a lowermental
concentration level, detecting (or better predicting) when a
new activity will start, and which receptivity value will be
associated with it.

Previous studies showed that users express a negative sen-
timent towards messages not coming from their family and
friends [19], and that the more distant the sender is, the less
likely it is that a notification will be clicked on [25]. Results
from [18] complement this with the finding that perceived
disruption varies with the sender of a notification. Likeli-
hood of the acceptance of a notification decreases with the
increase in the perceived disruption. Disruptive notifications
are accepted if they contain useful information [18]. Users
do give precedence to a notification over the primary task but
only if the content is valuable. ‘‘Content is important’’ and
‘‘Content is useful’’ are the most dominant reasons provided
by the users for clicking the disruptive notifications [18].
Messages from subordinates and system messages (where
the sender is not a person) are considered as most disrup-
tive. Extended family members are considered as the least
disruptive [18]. That correlation is, to some extent, a limi-
tation for the system developed in this work. An mHealth
application will never be able to replace a human contact,
especially a close relative. Therefore, it has to be accepted that
notifications initiated by a software system will be perceived

FIGURE 2. Communication overview between smart watch and mobile
phone.

as disruptive. However, that negative impact can be com-
pensated with an intelligent approach to deliver notifications
at high receptivity times. This task may be accomplished
by interruptibility management system which learn patterns
to predict the user’s engagement with complex tasks and
prioritize interruptions accordingly. They can be used to offer
users more flexibility to set busy moments as suggested
in [18].

V. COMMUNICATION FLOWS FOR A SELF-THERAPY
APPLICATION
To pursue our main goal, we provide users with an indi-
vidual self-therapy management by combining LSTM with
sensor data for a week-based activity model within the
SELFPASS project. SELFPASS is a therapeutic software
solution intended for patients with depression or as a preven-
tive measure that supports self-management independent of
medical support. Self-reporting is a crucial part of determin-
ing the severity of patient’s psychological burden. By digital
self-assessments of the severity of mental stress, the appli-
cation not only quantifies and logs symptoms, but also pro-
vides practical steps for self-management. In SELFPASS,
a set of self-reporting questions can be displayed to patients.
Additionally, most of these questions were designed to get
answered on a 5-point Likert scale. There are different types
of questions to detect main symptoms, additional symptoms,
and assessments for delimiting other diseases. When using
the system in practice, the question has been raised when to
notify depression patients to answer self-reporting questions.
HAR and receptivity to mobile notifications are the basis for
finding opportune moments.

A. ARCHITECTURE
Figure 2 shows how different smart phone applications and
a capable sensor (here smart watch) can interact with each
other. Compatible smart watches, such as the fenix 5 or
vivoactive 3 from Garmin, are running an embedded oper-
ating system (software framework). In this contribution we
focus on Garmin’s Connect IQ environment. Third-Party
Apps can be downloaded from Garmin’s Connect IQ Store
and be installed on the watch. Here, the Mobile Health App is
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supposed to run on the smart phone to connect with its pen-
dant on the smart watch. In general, applications installed on
the smart phone can extend functionalities of their matching
watch app and are therefore called Third-Party Companion
Apps. When no such individual solution via the companion
app is defined, health data recorded by the watch is read
by the Garmin Connect IQ App on the smart phone and
written into the Health Database (here, HealthKit). The Apple
Health App is a frontend for this embedded database. Other
digital mental health apps such as a meditation app can write
relevant session entries directly into the Health Database.
In the prototype, exemplarymindful sessions data waswritten
into HealthKit by the 7Mind meditation app.1

In the application case for this work, the connection
can be used to access sensor data directly, e.g. from the
Garmin Tempe Sensor, which can be connected directly to
the watch augmenting its functionality. The application pro-
totype includes the functionality of a Third-Party Companion
App plus other functionalities described below. In order to
protect health data from unauthorized access, it would be
more appropriate to process them directly without an addi-
tional entity, here HealthKit. However, by communicating
with the watch app only, data types gathered are limited to
data the watch can detect. Using aggregated data from the
database allows the Third-Party CompanionApp to take other
sources into account, like health data from other applications
and sensors made by different manufacturers.

The prototype includes functionalities to search for Garmin
smart watches, connect with them, and install apps from the
Garmin Connect IQ Store. Despite all the advantages, a gen-
eralizable watch app, for different Garmin models or even
other platforms that have a higher adoption, has not been
developed yet due to the breadth of the project. Instead, health
data is read from HealthKit, and interventions are shown on
the phone itself instead of the watch. An intervention on
the watch might also be possible once a custom applica-
tion for Connect IQ is created. The prototype is capable of
reading health data and showing an intervention mood dial
on the smartphone, since we intended to give the users the
opportunity to answer the questions with their preferred mean
(depicted later in Figure 7). The according LSTM model is
embedded into the application via the Core ML framework,
and deployed on the smartphone itself.

The overall system architecture is shown in Figure 3.
The left-hand side shows how health data are being read
from different sources. In the prototype developed, six dif-
ferent environmental data types are analyzed. Sleep analy-
sis does not mean the amount of time a person has been
sleeping, but rather the time which was spent being in bed.
Heart rate has been recorded by a smartwatch via optical
sensing using green LED on the wrist. Flights climbed are
detected by the altimeter built into the phone. Distance walk-
ing, running and step counts are automatically derived from
accelerometer data captured by the phone. When using a

1https://7mind.de/en

FIGURE 3. System environment showing health data sources and services
interaction.

smartwatch, it is expected to capture more precise data con-
cerning accelerometer-based types because wrist movements
typical to walking or running can be detected. This is not the
case when carrying the phone in a pocket or at the center of
the body. Additionally, smart phones, unlike smart watches,
are not always carried around. That might be a reason for
higher activity values measured by watches. As an exception
to all other considered activities, sleep analysis data can also
be detected by the phone itself through various data sources.
It is only available while the sleep time feature in the stock
clock app of iOS is active. For this feature to work, users
enter the time when they usually go to bed and how long
they want to sleep. When bedtime is close, an analysis is
started as soon as the phone is not moved anymore. The
time of the last movement is stored as start time and the first
movement after a pause is marked as end time. Many users
are starting to charge the battery when they go to bed. It might
be useful to take these events into account as well. However,
it is only assumed that detecting bedtime works as described
here. Sleep analysis is the only measure that can exceed days.
When taking an afternoon nap, start and end time usually are
on the same day. But usually sleeping passes midnight. As a
consequence, when starting the week at Monday midnight,
the time when users went to bed on Sunday evening has to be
known.

B. ACTIVITY WEIGHTING AND RECEPTIVITY PROJECTION
To achieve an estimation of a user’s just-in-time receptivity
and prompt a self-assessment question, we have to identify
patterns in his activity first. For most people, activity patterns
follow a week-based rhythm, for example going to work at
repeating times from Monday to Friday, and irregular activ-
ities on Saturday and Sunday. Part-time jobs on certain days
can be modeled as well. If the model would analyze days
independently from each other, patterns across days would
not be detectable. Additionally, it might be harder for users to
tell their typical day compared to a typical week because days
can be spent very differently whereas weeks tend to follow
more regular patterns. Hence, we decided to follow a week
model. Intra-day patterns are believed to exist for sleeping,
getting up, eating at repeated times, coming home fromwork,
and so on.

In this work, the number has been limited to ten
mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive activities.
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In an optimal case, there should be no real-world activity
matching two or more activities in the model. Also, there
should be no activity that does not fit any of the model activi-
ties. Of course, developing such a model with highly complex
real-world activities becomes challenging if the number of
activities is relatively small. As an attempt to cover most
use cases the following activities are modeled: 1) sleeping,
2) house work and individual hygiene (short: home or hyg.),
3) free-time, 4) sports, 5) working, 6) passive commuting,
7) active commuting, 8) eat and drink, 9) short break, and
10) other. These activities are chosen to have different fin-
gerprints in terms of sensor data characteristics. For instance,
attention demanding activitiesmay include sports, housework
and individual hygiene, and active commuting. These activi-
ties are similar in terms of higher step count, longer distances
traveled and, probably, increased heart rate. Lesser atten-
tion demanding activities may include working, eating and
drinking, short break and, as a special case, sleeping. Their
indicators are 1) low step counts, 2) heart rates typical for
resting activities, and 3) rather small distances traveled.When
one or more of these factors are indicative, it is more likely
that a user is performing a lesser attention demanding activity.
The model contains two types of commuting. If users are
traveling without being concentrated and being able to focus
on other activities, they are passively commuting. If users
have to focus on driving, they cannot concentrate on other
activities and are actively commuting. The capability to focus
on other activities corresponds with users’ receptivity which
here is defined as the probability that a user will answer a
self-therapy question. A simplified self-assessment, compa-
rable to SELFPASS, in form of a mood dial is being shown
to users.

The architecture for the increased receptivity interventions
as shown in Figure 2 follows established concepts from pre-
viously conducted work [5]. It comprises three phases: In
the first phase the user interaction data is gathered through
the mobile health backend and attached sensors. In the
database, pre-processing tasks like data cleaning, calculat-
ing meta information and distinguishing activities are imple-
mented. The second phase consists of training. That means,
the sequences are getting put into order, and the source and
target task will be taken into account. During the training
of the ML-model, known sessions from a current sequence
are re-predicted from their predecessors and the prediction
is evaluated. The model is then improved using backpropa-
gation based on these results. For testing or in a production
scenario, a full vector with probabilities for all possible activ-
ities will be generated, and its most likely activity identified.
In a live setting, re-training the model with recently revealed
sequences or updated preferences would also occur in this
phase. The third phase executes the scheduled events, sends
the notification to a customer, and prompts recent self-therapy
question. This may also happen for configured mandatory
events on a fixed week model schedule.

The developedmachine learning model has multiple inputs
that can be divided into two intertwined data streams.

One input stream to the model is the sequence of activities
itself. Machine learning models expect vectors or tensors
containing numeric (floating point) values only. There-
fore, the activities have to be encoded into a machine-
readable way using One Hot Encoding (OHE) [66]. E.g.
encoding a fictional Activity 2 will result in a vector like
[0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0], which has a 1 at the 2nd position.
The second data stream of our model is in the auxiliary input,
considered to provide helpful hints regarding the activity.
This includes data such as the time of day, the receptivity and
various integrated sensor information.

To reduce computing load (and time) and to avoid unde-
sired artifacts like an exploding gradient, it is commonly rec-
ognized that all input parameters should be scaled.We use the
MinMax-Scaler, which means all values get mapped onto the
range [0.0, 1.0] where 0.0 represents the minimum value and
1.0 represents maximum value. In the experiment evaluation,
data samples from the previous two activities (rt−2, and rt−1),
and the recent activity (rt ) is utilized to predict the
upcoming activity (rt+1). When the batch size is one, the
LSTM-cell processes a two-dimensional input data, whose
size is depending on the number of integrated environmental
sensors (auxiliary data). For the case depicted in Figure 3,
that is represented by a (1, 3, 16) input vector. The second
dimension carries the three utilized points in time, rt−2 to rt .
The third dimension carries the ten encoded activities plus the
six utilized auxiliary data points, assuming they are scalar.
The LSTM-model is created by a Python script using Keras
as a wrapper around TensorFlow [67], [68]. We used the pro-
vided tools like TensorBoard [68, TensorBoard: Visualization
of graph structures and summary statistics] and followed the
best practice to evaluate the model during training to monitor
convergence and prevent misconfiguration.

The two data streams of activities and auxiliary data were
merged into one main data stream after learning on individual
activity sequences or auxiliary patterns. The same calcula-
tion steps, as implemented for the merged data, was used
with either one of the branches was used for monitoring
purposes. The loss of the merged branch was weighted the
strongest, since from that branch the joint prediction was
generated. We weighted the two monitoring loss functions
according to their contribution of features. We stacked two
LSTM layers and thereby, followed the idea to overcome
the selectivity-invariance dilemma and reduce the need for
a good feature extractor [69]. This made the model capable
of learning higher-level temporal representations. While the
first LSTM layer also featured a recurrent dropout, a self-
sufficient dropout layer was implemented at the very end,
using a gaussian dropout of 15%. More generally, the net-
work was designed with 64 neurons and 120 full training
cycles (epochs) were used for training, while early stopping
was added to avoid overfitting. The training batch size has
been set to 2. This is comparably small and has shown
to provide improved generalization performance [70]. The
model was stateful for each user and through its training
epochs, but the hidden states were reset before a new user was
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revealed to the model. We utilized the softmax activation
function, which is also used in similar multi-class classifi-
cation problems. Here, a class represents one of the mutual
exclusive activities. And consequently, since we wanted to
predict activity probabilities with the sum of one, we used
the categorical_crossentropy loss function for the
activity output and the mean squared error for the receptivity
accordingly.

VI. EXPERIMENT AND DEVELOPMENT IMPLICATIONS
To answer the question when users are motivated to reply
to self-assessment questions and how this motivation can be
assessed at increased states, the sequence of activities itself
as well as the circadian receptivity for each user are central.
For proof of concept and to avoid issues of careless design,
data has been collected from an experiment to provide insight
on these two aspects. The data consists of daily activity lists
provided by 6 users for 29 days in total.

Users were provided with an instruction sheet explaining
the task: It explained that depression can engross patients
completely and thereby influence their daily lives. The appli-
cation should support patients by asking them about their
mental state. For doing this, receptivity is of central impor-
tance to this data collection. A daily life model should be
created so that an intervention can be triggered just when
patients are receptive for questions and support. The goal of
the experiment is to put oneself in the place of the daily life
of a depression patient and write down daily life activities.

Users had to observe the following rules: 1) Choose from
a list of ten possibilities, 2) Write down daily routines of
five days containing a weekend, 3) Bear in mind that people
usually go to work from Monday to Friday and have to cover
a distance there. Special events like a dentist appointment
are possible, 4) One day should be written down on one
page, and 5) The times captured should be uninterrupted and
non-overlapping. The shortest time possible for an activity
is five minutes. Additionally, the user’s receptivity should
be noted for the respective activity. Receptivity means how
receptive users are to questions on their mental state or for
an intervention. This includes the probability that they will
answer a question or perform an intervention exercise when
instructed to do so by a software like SELFPASS. Being able
to take notes about mental states should not be questionable
and the effort for taking notes was to be neglected. A low
receptivity means that a user is fully concentrated on a task.
If users are open to other tasks, their receptivity is high.
A receptivity of 0% means that users would never interrupt
their current task to answer the question. Conversely, 100%
means that users would answer the question immediately in
any case.

When first screening the data, the biggest issue seemed
to be the – supposedly mutually exclusive and collectively
exhaustive – activities. Unfortunately, not all users consis-
tently indicated if they were commuting actively or passively.
Some users wrote ‘‘driving’’ which has been interpreted as
active commuting in a car. Occasionally, the younger users

executed more than one activity at the same time or after
another without splitting them into separate rows. If recep-
tivity and time were provided for parallel activities, they
have been split manually before using them for the machine
learning model. Else, from each ‘‘sub activity’’ the subjec-
tively most relevant one has been chosen. Moreover, rarely,
there have been gaps between times or sleeping time has not
been written down correctly, e.g. ‘‘sleeping from 23:30:00
to 07:30:00’’. Many users used their own activity types
such as ‘‘shopping’’, ‘‘preparing to go to bed’’, ‘‘dressing
up’’ or ‘‘daily chores’’. ‘‘Preparing to go to bed’’ and ‘‘dress-
ing up’’ have been interpreted as ‘‘housework and individ-
ual hygiene’’. Almost no user used this term. Some wrote
‘‘brushing teeth’’, some even ‘‘hygiene’’, others used ‘‘tak-
ing a bath’’ or simply ‘‘bathroom’’. Some users described
their free-time activities more explicitly like ‘‘meeting with
friends’’ or ‘‘driving to the gardening shop’’. Most users did
not do sports regularly, expect one user who went swimming
for 2.5 hours every day from Wednesday to Sunday. Other
users indicated walking as sports. Similarly, ‘‘working’’ has
been specified in more detail as well, for instance ‘‘working
(computer)’’, ‘‘learning at home’’ or a ‘‘mini-job’’. ‘‘eating
and drinking’’ have not been used together. All users noted
either ‘‘eating’’, ‘‘breakfast’’, ‘‘snack’’, ‘‘lunch’’ or ‘‘dinner’’.
‘‘Short time breaks’’ turned out to be longer. Most users
used this activity type for lunch break at work, which always
was one hour long. No user used the ‘‘other’’ category but
described activities in their own words which is interesting
for possibly introducing new categories.

The average day consisted of 12 activities. Usually, lists
have been a little longer on Saturday and Sunday, because
users executed more diverse activities compared to Mon-
day through Friday when most of them were working con-
sistently. Interestingly, vastly different receptivity has been
reported for ‘‘working’’. Some users provided 0%, some
100% for working at home. On average, 30%–50% were
provided for ‘‘working’’. For activities not performed at
home, receptivity was lower. As expected, the highest recep-
tivity was provided for free-time activities, like watching TV,
mostly performed shortly before going to bed. There is no
pattern detectable for receptivity while commuting. Some
users provided 40% on average while driving, others always
selected 0%. Consequently, we were not able to yield a
successful sequential prediction for the receptivity from an
isolated point of view. The root mean squared error went
down to about RMSE(y, ŷ) = 0.21, which is only a small
improvement to a random generated baseline. To add more
perspective, the standard deviation of the sample data was
about σ = 0.30.
When predicting the combination of activity and corre-

sponding receptivity, results seemed more promising. There-
fore, we primarily evaluated the predicted activities and their
duration. After preprocessing and based on data volume,
we followed leave-two-out-evaluation. Due to the sequential
structure and the need to respect temporal order, it was not
possible to randomly do a test-train split, like k-fold cross
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FIGURE 4. Simplified depiction of a good one-day prediction for a withheld test day. The prediction shows resulting similarities for activities and their
connected receptivity. Green indicates correct overlay, red indicates false predictions. The corresponding receptivity is denoted below the activity. With
respect to more details during the day, nighttime is disproportional.

validation does. Hence, we held out two trailing (or lead-
ing) days from the experiment and trained the ML on the
remaining days. With respect to the temporal order, this led
to all combinations where we held out either the two last
(or first) days of one user, or took the last (or first) days of
two different users. For evaluation we predicted all upcoming
activities and their duration as they happened throughout
the day in a walk forward evaluation. When the two days
were complete, we computed the achieved accuracy with the
duration weighted Jaccard index [71]. That score for a one-
day prediction interprets as the share of correctly predicted
activities, though without including receptivity. For all possi-
ble leave-two-out combinations we achieve an average score
J (y, ŷ) = 0.39, which is way above random baseline. On a
side note though, we suspect the ‘‘sleep’’ to contribute a
large share, since it is the dominant circadian activity. If one
would assume 6 hours of sleep per day are always correctly
predicted, that would result in a score of 25% on its own.
If one tries to assess a comparable Jaccard score for each user,
that implies a stateless model and would yield tremendously
improved results. On the downside, the model would then fail
on previously unseen users. Foremost, this would be due to
the relatively small data size and therefore, overfitting. But
on a broader picture, predicting isolated circadian behavior is
just not an ambitious task of generalization.

We visualized the predicted activities with time frames and
possible receptivities made by the machine learning model
in Figure 4. This graphic shows one well predicted test-day,
that the model had not seen during training. Figure 4 shows
an example of a full reported (upper part) and accordingly
predicted (lower part) day of a typical test-user on a Sunday.
Only the activity with the highest probability of the OHE out-
put vector is depicted, and projection frames are aggregated
to 15 minutes here (a caveat, nighttime is not to scale). Addi-
tionally, this simplification is the preparatory output for the

receptivity dashboard introduced later (compare Figure 5).
As described previously, the receptivity went into the model
during training but was not utilized for scoring (or in the main
loss function).

Analyzing Figure 4, the first thing that catches the eye
is that the predicted sleep time is huge. Sleep lasted until
08:40:00 in the morning and the subject went to bed at
about 22:15:00 in the evening. We find that ‘‘commuting’’
never was predicted correctly, as it was for all possible test-
days. This is related to the predominantly small reported time
window for any form of ‘‘commuting’’. While the evening
prediction is quite successful, the prediction of ‘‘work’’ has
to be taken with a grain of salt. Looking at the specific data
record we find that the user noted ‘‘pc–work’’, which may
also reference to something different than working for the
purpose of income generation. This is support by the notion
of a 100% receptivity and underlines the heterogeneity of
reported values for each user, related to the personal lifestyle.
Particularly contra-intuitive is the prediction of work, com-
mute, and work again (see around 10 am to 5 pm). Such
presumably less logical sequences are only possible to avoid
with increased amount of data or rule-based constraints. For
the whole example in Figure 4 we yield a Jaccard similarity
score of about J (y, ŷ) = 0.58, which means that 58% of the
sessions, weighted by duration, were predicted correctly for
that day.

In conclusion for this experiment, we find that receptivity
for various users differs largely with respect to the corre-
sponding activity. On the other hand, the activities show
a reproducible pattern, even for the limited data set. Each
user is believed to have certain individual preferences for
his receptivity. Hence, it seems beneficial to tie the recep-
tivity prediction to the recent activity with a user individual
approach. If the user is able to indicate its preferences of
receptivity for each activity, wewould not only assume to beat
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FIGURE 5. Dashboard with low receptivity projection (left) and an
identified intervention point at Saturday 11:18:00 (right).

a by-chance baseline, but give the user significant options to
customize the experience. That also introduces initial values
to the fine tuning of activity–receptivity pairs and provides,
we think, a more enjoyable usability than staring from zero
with all parameters. With the given insights from specifica-
tions and the experiment we started developing the appli-
cation frontend and services, the second iteration as shown
in Figure 1.

VII. APPLICATION
When patients are starting the application for the first time,
they are prompted to select dates for one regular week with
mandatory questionnaires. This week model (already shown
in the middle of Figure 3) was introduced to cover a minimal
amount of data, if required. Additionally, it is supposed to
enhance data quality predicting recurring patterns of the next
data set after one week of captured data ends. In the most
flexible scenario, users would only use the Infer configura-
tion and retrospectively improve the model as shown later.
Then, they allow for notifications predicted for the immediate
future, close to just–in–time. For the purpose of describing
the developed app in the following, we provided the database
with reported data from the experiment and sampled dummy
data for the environmental parameters. Otherwise, users have
to use the app for an initial week or provide activities manu-
ally. Due to previously explained findings, the week model
is based on configurable weights and projecting the next
receptivity is derived from the upcoming activity.

After allowing access to HealthKit and therefore, to the
environmental parameters, the main screen is presented as
shown in Figure 5. This screen provides an overview of
environmental data at the top and the week models current
state at the bottom. The bar plot currently shows the selected

FIGURE 6. App notification.

environmental data type, for Monday. The weekday can be
selected with the upper picker. The environmental data type is
set by the lower picker. The plot’s x-axis always shows times
of one day while the y-axis shows different units depend-
ing on the selected data type. For ‘‘distance walking and
running’’, meter units are shown, ‘‘heart rate’’ is shown in
beats per minute. ‘‘Step count’’ and ‘‘flights climbed’’ are
measured in amount. ‘‘Mindful session’’ and ‘‘sleep analy-
sis’’ do not show distinctive values but only a bar indicating
start and end time. The bar plot allows patients to understand
the data input from HealthKit leading to receptivity projec-
tions and notifications/interventions. Upon application start,
the entire analysis is performed automatically for the previ-
ously selected week. As a result, the projected receptivity
label (in percent) will update. If the projected receptivity is
below the threshold value, a red dot is shown next to the
value and no intervention is triggered. If the receptivity is
bigger than or equal to the threshold, a blue dot is shown.
Additionally, a notification is scheduled and displayed in the
‘‘next notifications’’ section. Both possible types of notifica-
tions are shown in this field: ‘‘receptivity-based’’ and ‘‘week
model based’’, where the latter is based on the obligatory
questionnaire settings.

If the projected receptivity value exceeds a defined thresh-
old, a notification is shown during the next 15 minutes
asking users to tell their current mood via the mood dial
(Figure 7). Consequently, it is logged if a user tapped
on the notification or dismissed it. If the mood dial was
shown, and users tapped on a circle segment, the func-
tion positiveReaction(result) is called as shown
in Figure 3. If a user dismissed the mood dial without telling
the current mood, negativeReaction is called. These
events are logged to a file which can be used by researchers
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FIGURE 7. Mood selector.

for further analyses. Figure 7) also features a hint to use the
smart watch, if the user owns a device capable of forwarding
notifications or even allowing self-developed watch apps.

Up to now, mostly ‘‘receptivity based’’ notifications have
been discussed. They can be recognized by the blue dot
in the list. The ‘‘week model based’’ notifications can be
scheduled manually when tapping on the ‘‘Set Intervention
Times’’ button. By tapping on ‘‘Options’’ and ‘‘Reset Inter-
vention Times’’ from the menu shown in Figure 8, pending
notifications are canceled and a new set of notifications can
be created. For doing so, users are directed to a straight-
forward intervention time selector similar to the one shown
in Figure 8. When at least one past week of data is available
and intervention times were not reset, the user can reinforce
times that, from the ex-post point of view, would have shown
a good receptivity for an intervention. In the intervention
time selection users can select a weekday and will be shown
quarter hours for the selected day. The week model is built
around quarter hour steps, as the experiment showed that
15minutes provide enough granularity. For each quarter hour,
two most probable activities are shown along with a number
of points. This detailed weighting process is explained below
in Figure 11. Only the top two possible activities are shown
in this screen. The button ‘‘Reinforce: send notification’’ is
only shown if the ‘‘number one activity’’ received at least
as much points as required by the threshold set. Therefore,
users cannot expect interventions (or reinforce them) at times
for which a detected activity is (or was) too vague. As for
the current implementation, the ‘‘number one activity’’ must
have at least five points in order for the button to be shown.
The options sheet also allows to select another referenceweek
for analysis, opening the settings (‘‘Set Receptivities and
Thresholds’’), and creating a new set of ‘‘week model based’’

FIGURE 8. Application menu (left) and individual intervention
reinforcement (right) for previous, past week, model based notifications.

interventions as already mentioned. The last two options are
only needed for demonstration purposes of the prototype.
‘‘Show Mood Dial’’ brings up the screen shown in Figure 7.
The last option ‘‘Search for Garmin Connect IQ devices’’
opens the Garmin Connect IQ app if it is installed, otherwise
an alert is shown stating that the application needs to be
installed. If successful, a list of connected devices will be
provided to the application. Users can then select a watch and
install the Third-PartyWatchApp on it. This is done by down-
loading the application from the Garmin Connect IQ Store.
The watch app’s store identifier is used to find the app. Upon
successful installation, Bluetooth communication can start.
As to our knowledge, integrating the application is also be
possible with the Apple watch or a suitable Google device
running WearOs. Therefore, the existing implementation of
the connection process can be used for future extensions.

The settings view of the application is shown with two
screenshots in Figures 9. It consists of three sections. In the
first one, users can set their individual receptivities for each
activity in percent values. The second section allows cus-
tomizing the projected receptivity threshold that is used in the
calculations to determine if a receptivity-based notification
is shown. The third section includes thresholds for assigning
points to possible activities. Users can define their own level
of being highly active as they need – for instance, only when
walking 50 meters in a quarter hour as indicated by ‘‘distance
walking running’’. Similarly, users can set their personal
heart rate threshold indicating sports or similar activity. These
values are used when mapping environmental data types with
activity types as described in the following. Though the inter-
nal calculations use different scales and values, we decided
to hide these from the user and provide him with the most
intuitive scale from 0%–100%.
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FIGURE 9. Settings screen for intervention thresholds.

FIGURE 10. UML activity diagram showing the process of activity
mapping.

A. MAPPING ENVIRONMENTAL DATA TYPES AND
ACTIVITY TYPES
As described earlier, the application’s main task is to find
opportune moments for a self-therapy question. A num-
ber of steps are performed in order to achieve this goal.
Figure 10 shows the application’s control flow. Starting
on the left, two events can trigger the weighting process.
Either, the application was started, and the dashboard is
shown, or a user changed the week for analysis. At first, start
and end date of the selected week are read, and HealthKit
values are fetched for this date range, displayed in the
chart view, and prepared for further analysis. The applica-
tion checks if the user has set personal receptivity percent
values for each activity type. If they are missing, an alert
is shown. Otherwise, receptivity preferences are used in
three consecutive services which are at the heart of the

FIGURE 11. UML activity diagram showing the activity weighting service.

application: 1) The Activity Weighting Service,
2) the Week Model Transformation Service, and
3) the CoreML Service, that is the embedded machine
learning LSTM.

B. ACTIVITY WEIGHTING PROCESS
Combing the last week activities, possibly gathered sensor
data, individual receptivities, and reinforcing times happens
through weighting activities and adjusting receptivity per-
centages (basically, also some form of weighting). Therefore,
the responsible Activity Weighting Service is of
primary interest, it assigns activity weights for all 96 quarter
hours of a day (in the past). Therefore, it prepares the main
input for the CoreML Service. Figure 11 shows the pro-
cess of activity weighting in detail. Input data for this service
is a week model data structure containing environmental
data for seven days grouped by day and environmental data
type.

For each weekday, an empty list with 96 entries
(24 hours · 4 quarter hours = 96 entries) is created. This
format of 96 entries for each day is expected by the fol-
lowing steps. For each weekday and each environmental
data type, activities are then merged into a top possibility
list for each quarter hour, similar to Top-N recommendation
systems. They work by assigning items to a list based on
their reported values and are used by big industry players like
Amazon and Netflix [72], [73]. In contrast to that however,
for this prototype the probabilities output of the sequences
prediction was used for identifying the upcoming item
(activity).

The output of this service is a nested data structure con-
taining 7 weekdays, each of which contains 96 quarter hours,
each with a list of possible activity types plus a decreasing
number of points for each type. Since HAR is not determinis-
tic process either, also activities in the past carry probabilities
less than 100%. The appended list with 96 entries is filled
with accumulated values for each activity type, indicating
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TABLE 1. Derived correlation effect matrix combining environmental data
types and activity types.

receptivity. Therefore, and in the same process, weighting
points are assigned. This step corresponds to ‘‘for each
environmental data type: calculate weight for quarter hours’’
in Figure 11. Respective thresholds for certain environmen-
tal parameter can be set by users as shown in the settings
screen of Figure 9, and are persistently saved for each user
by default. The process of assigning points is executed for
each data entry (independent of quarter hours). In a synthesis
calculation, multipleActivity Weight Lists (one for
each environmental data type and event) are aggregated into
one list which contains environmental data types grouped into
quarter hours. For doing so, the nested Activity Weight
List contains all ten possible activity types with their name
and a number of points. This step corresponds to ‘‘accumulate
weights for possible activities’’ in Figure 11.

Since the direction and strength of effect might be differ-
ent for each combination, factors for assigning correlation
points, i.e. direction and strength of effect, to environmental
data types and activity types are stored. Table 1 lists all
possible combinations and their initially derived effects on
point accumulation as an effect matrix. The effect matrix
contains all ten activities and all sensor types except sleeping,
because sleep times are already provided by HealthKit, and
we decided to emphasize the activity itself. Hence, there is
no need to determine the effect statistically. An environmental
data value exceeding its threshold has different indications for
each activity. For instance, a high step count might indicate
increased activity. Therefore, sports or active commuting are
likely. The event of starting a mindful session might be an
indicator of a short break, passive commuting (meditating
while riding the subway) or being close to sleeping. Values
in the effect matrix can range from −3 to +3. A negative
value indicates that data measured by the respective sensor
and the actual activity are mutually exclusive. For instance,
sleeping typically does not correspond with increased heart
rate. A positive value indicates a correlation between both
influences. ±0 indicates that both are unrelated. In general,
these values are derived from the experiment expert’s under-
standing, they might be customized by researchers or devel-
opers in further implementations.

VIII. CONCLUSION
The solution presented in this work is not meant to replace
face-to-face interventions but rather making themmore effec-

tive and continuous. The increased importance of DMH treat-
ment motivates development of applications which improve
physical and mental health. Towards this end, mHealth appli-
cations can open promising new avenues to create and pro-
vide innovative psychological interventions but will realize
their potential only with deliberate and thoughtful design,
evaluation, and implementation. The architecture explained
with its static and dynamic aspects turned out to be suitable
for this use case. It enables the creation of a uniform and
extensible week model combining environmental data with
everyday activities. Through the machine learning model,
the application is turned from a basic tool for health data
evaluation into an intelligent system that can predict future
receptivity to self-assessment questions. Based on sensor data
and user settings, an activity weighting process is triggered
which prepares data for receptivity prediction. Still today,
many developers are creating and distributing DMH without
psychologists, which results in products being uninformed by
psychological science, whereas psychologists are developing
DMH uninformed by engineering and computer science, pro-
moting underuse of the affordances of technology and having
usability deficits [11]. By external validation, this pitfall was
tried to be avoided here. Findings of the experiment comprise
similar patterns depending on weekday, age, and different
usage of activity types.

Designing, training and testing the LSTM model, and
implementing the prototype turned out to be successful. The
model can predict receptivity for real-world environmen-
tal data analyzed by the mobile application. The prototype
shows that HAR, insights from studies about receptivity to
mobile notifications, and JITAI can be combined successfully
into a meaningful and capable application. The proof-of-
concept has been verified by the experiment. Moving for-
wards, the resulting application can be extended and deployed
within the SELFPASS project.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Future extensions to the system architecture include addi-
tional sensor types like GPS and temperature measurements,
since more sensor types can derive a larger set of activities.
Specificwatch apps could be developed, whichwould capture
additional environmental data from the watch sensors. The
watch could also display a mood dial reducing effort when
answering the self-assessment question even further. When
reading environmental data not only from available health
frameworks, a more open data format should be used. Such
as the Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR),2

a standard for health care data exchange. Since our work
is only proof of concept and was assessed in a constrained
environment, one has to keep in mind that we did not take
appropriate security measures. This has to be addressed
before deployment of such an app given the sensitivity of
mental health data, or health data in general. For instance,
not providing rigorous authentication and authorization is

2https://www.hl7.org/fhir/
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known to increase breaches.While it could require significant
additional effort to integrate security concepts, especially for
various connected sensors, it does not affect functionality of
the prototype in any way.

Currently, the static import of the machine learning model
(CoreML tools) as a file into themobile framework is a limita-
tion. Recent developments like TensorFlow Lite would allow
to replace this by a more dynamic mobile backend on which
the model is re-trained, even for each user individually on the
phone [74]. Actual data of the user for training and reinforce-
ment would support the model as new activity data is cap-
tured. Additionally, sequence-to-sequence prediction realized
by an Encoder-Decoder Architecture could be used [75]. This
would include predicting not only the next activity but a list
of possible future events. Most interestingly, this approach
could detect the moment shortly before users are going to
bed which tends to be an event with high receptivity. Based
on this, attention-layers would be of high interest to visualize
and understand characteristic input-output pairs, as suggested
by current related research [76].

Additional environmental data could be gathered by ana-
lyzing the state of the phone similar to [64].Movements of the
phone, such as picking it up, could be captured as an indicator
of changing activity. ‘‘Using the phone’’ could be a new activ-
ity type and pending notifications could be triggered in the
moment a user started using the phone. Similarly, battery and
charging state, muting the phone, connecting to WiFi or fin-
ishing a call could be useful events. At the moment, the model
works well for detecting physical activity and activities such
as ‘‘sports’’ or ‘‘housework’’. In an ideal solution, there
should be a perfect match between activity types and sensors
able to detect them (including permutations). For instance,
being at home and not moving for a while could trigger a
notification immediately. However, one would still need to
exclude a low receptivity, for instance while working at home.
Moreover, concurrent and overlapping activities (expressed
as co-activation of patterns) could be handled, and also tran-
sitions between activities, like the user going to lunch [42].
Therefore, this work encourages further exploration of the
potential of a more complex activity weighting process, using
a dedicated backend for reinforcement (indicated in Figure 3),
and additional sensor types for better activity segmentation by
using smart watches or wearable sensors.
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